Two murine models of polycystic kidney disease (PKD) in humans are currently available : the infant-type cpk in mice and the adult-type pcy mutation in mice. Our linkage analysis was to determine whether these genes are allelic forms of the same gene, or infant-type and adult-type PKD resulting from homozygous and heterozygous mutation, as in the rat Cy gene. We found that the pcy gene in the mice was linked with the d gene on chromosome 9, but the cpk gene was not. A segregation test indicated that the two genes are inherited independently.
Polycystic kidney disease (PKD) in humans is a genetic disease caused by an autosomal, dominant or recessive mutation, and is classified into an infant-type PKD and an adulttype PKD [2, 3, 6, 10, 12, 16] . More than 90% of the children with infant-type PKD die within the first year of their lives [2, 3, 6, 10, 12, 16] . In contrast, clinical abnormalities in adulttype PKD do not appear until the patient is 40-60 years old [2, 3, 6, 10, 12, 16] . A murine model of infant-type PKD, cpk, was established in 1982 [111 and has been widely used in investigations of PKD [1, 4, 5, 15] . Mutant mice homozygous for the cpk gene are characterized genetically by an autosomal recessive mode of inheritance and pathologically by the dilation of collecting ducts in the enlarged kidneys. They are first recognized by their protuberant abdomens, which enlarge as the cystic kidneys increase in size at 10-13 days of age [1, 4, 5, 11] . But the chromosome location of the cpk gene remained unknown.
As to the pcy genes, we have recently located it on chromosome 9 of the murine model of the adult-type PKD [14] . Macroscopic renal cysts appeared on the surface of the kidneys in pcy/ pcy mice more than 8 weeks old, but microscopic renal cysts commenced to form in the embryonic stage [9, 14] . Although both mutant genes are autosomal recessive, the relationship between the cpk and the pcy gene remains unclear.
Kaspareit-Rittinghausen et al. introduced the Cy rat model of PKD. It exhibits both infant-type PKD and adult-type PKD depending on its genotype : homozygous animals develop infant-type PKD and heterozygous rats adult-type PKD [81. This suggests that the difference between the two PKD types is a quantitative one and that the cpk and pcy genes are allelic forms of the same gene locus. Here we report linkage studies to determine the relationship inmice between the two mutant genes.
Mice of the C 57 BL/ 6 J-cpk (B 6-cpk) strain were originally obtained from Dr. V. H. Gattone II , Department of Anatomy, University of Kansas Medical Center. They were kept heterozygous by mating heterozygous males and females. DBA/2 FG-pcy (D 2-pcy) strain mice were established and maintained in the Laboratory Animal Center of Fujita Health Univer-sity. For the linkage test, we used two coat color genes, b (brown ; chromosome 4) and d (dilution ; chromosome 9) [7] . We postulated that B 6-+ l cpk mice and D 2-pcy/ pcy mice used for matings were of genotype B/B, DID, +/ +, +Icpk and b/b, did, pcy/pcy, +/ +, respectively.
Matings between B 6-+ / cpk mice and D 2-pcy/pcy mice produced two genotypes in the F 1 hybrids : F 1' was the genotype B/ b, D/d, + /pcy, +/+, and FP' was B/b, D/d, + / pcy, + / cpk. The two types of F 1 hybrids were identified by backcross tests between F 1 hybrids and heterozygous mice of the B 6-cpk strain. Mice homozygous for the cpk gene were easily identified by two characteristics : (1) PKD indicates either the pcy or the cpk gene.
* includes homozygous for both the cpk and pcy genes. gous for the cpk gene and pcy genes is phenotypically indistinguishable from homozygous for cpk gene a few inaccuracies may occur in the chi square (x 2) value of the F 1" X F 1" mating combination. Intercrosses between both of the F 1 hybrids revealed a significant linkage of the pcy gene with the d gene, but not with the b gene. This confirms our previous observation that the pcy gene is on chromosome 9. In contrast, intercrosses between F 1" hybrids failed to disclose any significant linkage of the cpk gene with the d gene or the b gene. The chromosomal location of the cpk gene could not be determined as two possibilities remained : (1) the cpk gene is not located on chromosome 9, or (2) both the pcy gene and the cpk gene are located on chromosome 9 but with a great distance between them.
To further clarify the relationship between the two genes, we intercrossed F 1 hybrids with backrosses to the parental strains.
The results are summarized in Table 2 . Normal mice had an average K/B ratio of 1.29-1.61.
In Our results showed that the pcy mutation and the cpk mutation are not allelic forms of the same gene. This implies that the genetic mechanisms involved in the pathogenesis of infant-type and adult-type PKD in the mouse are different from those in Cy rats.
The mouse model of adult-type PKD (pcy mouse) and the rat model (Cy rat) show the same effects on distal tubules, collecting ducts and Bowman's capsules that the disease has in humans [8, 9, 13, 14] . However, the life span of + / Cy rats was shorter for males than for females whereas it was the opposite way in pcy mice [8, 14] .
Again it appears that there are differences in the PKD mechanism between the two animal models not withstanding the phenotypic similarities.
